Barking dogs
Dogs that bark excessively can be a source of great irritation for neighbours.
If you have a problem with a neighbour's dog, or if your own dog is barking too much,
this brochure contains information that may help.
Dogs bark for a reason, and there are many ways that excessive barking can be
managed.

Reasons why your dog may bark:
•

It may be bored, lonely or frustrated due to a lack of company, exercise, or mental
stimulation. If left in the backyard for long periods, barking may be an enjoyable
way for dogs to pass the time. Dogs are also social, pack animals and may suffer
from anxiety when alone.

•

To seek attention, especially if they are bored or lonely.

•

Even though their barking may result in scolding, dogs may still prefer negative
attention to no attention at all.

•

To alert or warn you of something it thinks might be a threat. This could include
barking at animals, the postman, noises, or the movement of people or vehicles
outside the property.

•

Some dog breeds may be more inclined to bark.

•

Due to fear (eg of thunder, fireworks, or other loud noises).

•

Due to medical reasons (eg fleas, allergy, or illness).

•

Due to physical reasons (eg if hot, cold, hungry or thirsty).

How to solve the problem
Depending on why your dog is barking, you may need to:
•

Take the dog on more frequent walks (once or twice daily) and include it on family
outings. Even if you have a large yard, dogs still need to socialise and experience
the sounds and smells of walks outside.

•

Find a designated off leash area to give your dog a free run.

•

Make the backyard environment more interesting.

•

Provide the dog with toys and a large raw marrow bone to chew. You can also
stuff hollow (indestructible) toys with food. Ensure the dog has fresh water, a
balanced diet, and adequate shelter from weather extremes. If possible, give the
dog access to the house through a dog door.

•

Take your dog to obedience classes. Practice what you learn regularly to provide
mental stimulation for the dog.

•

If the dog is barking at passers-by, block its view of movement outside the
property with solid fencing, shade cloth or hedging. Alternatively, if the source of
provocation is a human (eg children teasing the dog), try to discuss the problem
with them.

•

Make sure your dog is in good health, by taking it to the vet for a check up.

•

Undertake dog training – the approach taken will depend on the reason for
barking.

Training your dog
If you need help with dog training, ask your local council, vet or shelter for advice.
They may be able to suggest an obedience club, a dog trainer or an animal
behaviour specialist. Or look under ‘Dog Training' in the yellow pages.
It is important to remember that training takes time and persistence, and that you
should never hit your dog.
Training can teach your dog what is and isn't acceptable to bark at, and there are
various techniques available.
You may have to use particular training techniques to treat some problems. For
instance, separation anxiety, or desensitising your dog to fears or phobias. Seek
professional advice from a dog trainer or behaviourist.
For more advice or information
Contact Councils Civic Compliance Department on (03) 5018 8100.

